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ANAILYSIS

OF

COOLING - HEATIN_ - COLUXTIVE PROTECT O

FOR

AN/GSM7J SYSTE,

INTRODUCTION

This analysis was performed under "'ntract DA-18-035-AMC-305(A)

upon the request of CRDI/Fdgewood Arsenal representatives when

it was confirmed thet air conditioning equipment would not be

furnished by the Government for the AN/GSM-44 System.

Purposes of the analysis are to show the internal temperature

conditions which will exist in the AN/GSM-44 Shelter when

Collective Protection Equipment is used with different types

and capacities of CB Filter Units, and to present various

possible approaches, with comments and recommendations, for

adapting CPE to the AN/GSM-44 System.

DEFINITIONS

For purposes of this analysis, expressions used herein are de-

fined as follows:

CPE - Collective Protection Fquipment.

P.E. - Protective Entrance.

CB Filter Unit - t unit for removing Chemical - Biological

contaminants from the make up - ventilation

air stream.

MMBMIT - The atmosphere surrounding the Shelter and CP

Filter Unit.

SIU-MR OPERATION - Utilization of the complete AN/GSM-4

System at high ambient temperatures.

(700F to 1250F).

UM;M OPERATION - Utilization of the complete AN/GSM-41

System at low ambient temperatures.

(060*F to -65F).
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SECTION I

AN/GSM - 44 SYSTEM

SUMMER OPERATION

A. Existing Internal Conditions without Collective Protection Equipment.

B. Operating Conditions With Collective Protection Equipment.

C. Cooling Requirements With Air Conditioning and Collective Protection

Equipment.
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A. EXISTING INTERNAL COMDTIONS

1. At the present time there are no provisions made or planned for air

conditioning the AN/GSM-44 System during summer ambient conditions.

Shelter and equipment cooling are accomplished by forced ventilation

created by two exhaust blowers located in the end wall of the shelter,

opposite the door. Air intake to the shelter is via of an opening in tho

shelter door. The exhaust blowers are rated at 750 cfm each (free

delivery), however it is obvious that the airflow restrictions imposed

by the door inlet filter, and "blackout" type louvers and sound muffling

covers over the blowers reduce the airflow to a value far below the free

delivery rating. It is estimated that a total airflow of approximately

1000 cfm maximum will occur during the summer ventilation mode of

operation.

2. Figures I and 2 are curve sheets plotted from calculated data, to illus-

trate the shelter internal conditions at 1250 V and 1000 F ambient 'es -

pectively. Curve A on each fig ure represent, the basic S- 141/01 shelter

heat gain by means of transmission through the roof, walls, and floor.

It was assumed in the calculations that the shelter ii standing in rlhe sun

and subjected to solar radiation, and that the overali heat transfer

coefficient of the shelter (1 factor) is 0.3 , TU per(hour) (sq. ft.)

( F temperature difference),

When internal heat loads are dissipated into the shelter, Clurves 1J and

C are obtained for the AN/CSMvl-44 operating under part load and full

load conditions, respectively. The internal heat loads were calculated
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as follows:

PART LOAD (CURVE B) WATTS BTU/Hr.

Lights 210 715

Part of Test Equipment 550 1885

Occupants (Sensible Heat) --- 500

TOTAL 3100

FULL LOAD (CURVE C)

All Test Equipment 1000 3400

Lights 210 715

Air Compressor 550 185

Occupants (Sensible Heat) -- 500

TOTAL 6500 BTh -/r.

Consequently curves A, B, and C indicate the amount of heat which must

be removed from the shelter with and without internal heat dissipation

(personnel latent load and ventilation load omitted) to maintain variouq

temperatures inside the shelters.

3. The remaining curves on Figures 1 and 2 provide an indication of the

amount of heat which can be picked up by ventilating air flowing throUgh

the shelter. For this plot It was assumed that internal shelter temper-

ature would be a mean temperature between inlet air and discharge air

conditions. At the point where the ventilation air curves intersect lie

cooling load curves (A, B, and C), the cooling load (heat which must

be removed) balances the amount of heat picked up by ventilation air.

Reading to the left, one can determine the average temperature in the
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shelter to maintain this balance. For example on Figure I Curve C

intersects the 600 cfm exhaust blower curve at temperature of 131. 8 OF,

indicating that a 600 cfm airflow through the operating AN/GSM-44

shelter/system when moved by exhaust blowers will maintain that

average internal temperature.

4. The enclosed Table I illustrates average internal temperatures to be

expected using the two exhaust blowers provided in the shelter. (Ref-

erence Figures 1 and 2). Also included in the table are veutilating air

inlet and outlet temperatures. It should be noted that personnel working

in the shelter could be subjected to a wide variety of temperatures

ranging from the inlet temperature to the discharge temperature. For

example if personnel happened to be near the air inlet, in a relatively

drafty location, they might be surrounded by air at outside ambient

temperature. However if they happened to be out of the inlet draft and

are in a location subject to the heat from equipment, radiation from the

warm walls and ceiling, or near the exhaust blowers, the temperature

surrounding the personnel will be most probably between the average

(MEAN) temperature and the discharge temperature. Data for airflow

rates of 600 and 1000 cfm are most probably representative of condi-

tions to be expected in shelters without CPE.

S. From the data discussed above, it can be readily observed that personnel

working in the AN/GSM-44 shelters are subjected to critical heat condi-

tions when the equipment is operating, and the outside ambient temperatures

are I000 F and above.
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TABLE I

AN/GSM-J4 COOLING WITH SHELTER EXAUST BIIERS

Ambient Total Air Avg Air
CONDITION Air Airflow Inlet Internal Discharge

Temp. CFM Temp. Temp. Temp.
OF OF OF OF

1. AX/GM444 100 140)0 100 100.9 101.7
with no 100 ICOO 100 101.2 102.3
Internal 100 600 100 101.6 103.1
toad 125 1400 125 125.9 126.8

125 1000 125 126.2 127.5
125 600 125 127.0 129.0

2. AX/CSM-44 100 1400 100 103 106
with full 100 1000 100 104.2 108.4
Internal 100 600 100 106.6 113.2
toade 125 1400 125 128.1 131.3
(7500 BTU/Hr.) 125 1000 125 129.3 133.7

125 600 125 131.9 138.8

3. AN/GSM-J 100 1400 100 101.8 103.7
with Part 300 1000 100 102.6 105.2
Loads 100 600 100 104.1 1C.3
(3100 BTU/Hr.) 125 1400 125 126.9 128.9

125 1000 125 127.7 130.4
125 600 125 129.3 133.7
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2. Oeratin Conditioms-with Collective Protection rouiisnt

(No Air Conditioning).

1. When a CB Filter Unit is used to ventilate shelters/systems

such as the AN/GSM-44, the already critical internal

temperatures are not necessarily aided, even by large

volumes of circulating air, inasmuch as the Filter tkit

causes an increase in the temperature of air delivered

to the shelter. For example the HAC developed 400 cfm

Filter tknits (two models) have consistently caused 9 to

11°F temperature rise in the air stream because of the

pressure rise in the blower. These units have a higher

delivery pressure than required for the system under study.

However, it was estimated that a new type high capacity

filter unit designed especially for ventilating the subject

shelters would cause a temperature rise of approximately

6r°F minimum under full flow conditions.

2. Cooling conditions using ventilating air from a CB Filter

Unit are plotted also on Figures 1 and 2. Curves In both

figures show the cooling obtained with ventilation rates of

1800 cfm, 1400 cft, 1000 cflo, and 600 cfm respectively. As

previously described, the point of intersection of these

curves with the shelter tcaal cooling load curve occurs at

the average internal shelter temperature. Temperatures

expected in the shelters with a high capacity filter unit

are tabulated in Table II. Curves of Figures 1 and 2, and

data also tabulated in Table II show temperatures expected

using 200 or 400 cfm of air from HAC Filter Unit PN 1530300-100.
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3. As shown by the Figures and blee, the internal temper-

atures of both shelters are generally raised several

degrees at comparable ambient conditions and internal

loads when using a CB Filter Unit for suner cooling.

Previous coments of Section I-A regarding the actual

tempamture of the air surrounding personnel also apply

to this mode of operation. The following conclusions are

drawn.

a) With internal heat loads in the shelters, the

internal temperatures at ambients of 100'F or

above are excessive and it is highly unlikely

that operators could perform their mission for

more than short time periods, even with high

ventilation rates.

b) Use of the HAC 400 cfta unit for summer cooling

of the subject shelters is not practical except

at ambient temperatures below approximately

75 0F, with the full rated output of the filter

unit passing through the shelter.



TABLE II

AN/GSM-44 COOLING WITH CB FILTER UNIT

Ambient Airflow Air Avg. Air
CONDITIOT Air CFM Inlet Inteml Discharge

Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp.
OF oF  OF  OF

1. AN/GSI4-44 with no 100 1800 106 106.4 106.9
Internal Loads 100 1400 106 106.6 107.1

100 1000 106 106.8 107.6
100 600 106 107.3 108.5
125 1800 131 131.5 132.0
125 1400 131 131.6 132.2
125 1000 131 131.8 132.7
125 600 131 132.3 133.7
100 400 111 112.1 113.2
i1 00 1= ill 112.8 114. 7
125 A0 136 137.2 138.4

2. AN/GSMa-44 with 100 1800 106 107.2 108.5
pert Internal 100 1400 106 107.6 109.2
Loads (3100 BTU/Hr.) 100 1000 106 108.2 110.4

100 600 106 109.6 113.1
125 1800 131 132.3 133.7
125 1400 131 132.7 134.4
125 1000 131 133.3 135.7
125 60 131 134.7 138.5
100 400 111 115.3 119.7
100 "200 111 118.6 126.2
125 400 136 14o.6 145.2

3. AN/GSM-44 with 100 1800 106 108.2 110.3
fu n id5 100 1400 106 106.7 11.4
(600 BTU/Hr.) 100 1000 106 109.8 113.5

100 600 106 112.0 118.0
125 1800 131 133.3 135.5
125 1400 131 133.9 136.8
125 1000 131 135.0 139.0
125 6'7 131 137.3 143.7
100 400 Ill 119.0 127.0
100 200 111 125.0 139.0
125 400 136 144.3 152.6
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C. Cooling Requiremwnte With Air Conditioning And Collective
Protection Equipment

1. If air conditioning equipment is used to maintain reasonable

internal temperatures in the All/GSM-44 Shelters while operat-

ing at high ambient temperatures, the CB Filter Unit will

then be sized to satisfy only the system ventilation or air

leakage requirements of the shelter and CPE System, and to

furnish adaquate scavenge air to the Protective Entrance.

These systems can be arranged quite similarly to those

previously developed for the AN /'SQ-38 and RTS 3helter, in

which approximately 150 cfln of air from the 400 cfm CB

Filter Unit is ducted directly to the air conditioner, and

approximately 250 cfnl of air bypassos the shelter air

circulating/cooling system and flows directly frcxq the

Filter Unit to the Protective Entrance.

2. Calculations have been made of the amount of cooling required

to maintain a maximum average temperature of 85'F in the

subject shelters when operating in extremely hot desert con-

ditions of 125'"F db and 90"F effective temperature (75 'F wb),

and suer humid conditions of 100'F db and 90 F effective

temperature (86°F wb), with 150 cfm of makeup air supplied

by a CB Filter Unit. Res-alts are included in Table III.

The humid condition cooling requirement is slightly higher

than that at hot desert conditions. However, in selection

of an air conditioner it is generally found that the hot
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desert condition requiremet is ;, to gverning factor, as a

=nit which will meet this requl-,Ant wil ually wed

the humid condition requirement.

3. The data of Table III indicates that a unit capable of two

tons refrigeration (24000 BTU/Hr.) at the hot-desert

ambient conditions, with 851F return air, would suffice

for AN/GSM-4 shelters when operating with Collective

Protection Equipment. Without Col) ictive Protection

Equipment, over 0.5 ton refrigeration (6000 BTU/Hr) could

be deducted from the air conditioning requirement because

of the reduced ventilation rates and lower vent air inlet

temperatures.

Best Available Copy
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TABLE III

COOLING REQ UIREMTS OF AN/GSM-44 SHELTER

WITH COLLECTIVE PROTECTION EQUIPMM

CONTRIBUTION TO
COOLING LOAD COOLING WAD

Desert Humid
Condition Condition
1250 F db 100OF db
75-F mb 8OF wb

Roof, Wall, Floor Heat THr. BTU/fr.
Trzu ission - (Including 7750 4500
Solar Radiation)

Occupants (2) 1000 1000

Test Equipment, Air
Compressor and Lights 6000 6000

Ventilation (Maximum Air
Leakage of 150 cfm at
Internal Density, and 7900 15100
Supplied at I0°F above
Ambient Temperature). -

TOTAL 22650 26600

% SF4SIBLE HEAT 97.8 71.0

JOTES: 1. Based on use of Air Conditioner which recirculates all
air except that lost by CPE Shelter/System leakage.

2. Assmed: That average internal temperature is 850 F,

and return air and air loet by leakage is approximately
85 F. Also assumed air density at internal conditions.
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SECTION II

INTER OPERATION

A. Existing Internal Conditions Without

Collective Protection.

B. Operating Conditions with Collective

Protection Equipment and Existing

Heating Units.

C. Heating Requirements with Collective

Protection Equipment.
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A. 1xistin Internal Conditions Without Collective Protection Eguiptent.

1. Calculations have been made for the heat losses of S-141/G

Shelters which house the AN/GSM-44 Systems. Data has been

plotted on Figure 3 to show heat losses at various ambient

temperatures, at ventilation rates of 0, 20, and 40 ¢fm

(outside densities). This figure can be used in two manners.

First, it can be used to determine a heating requirement if

the ambient temperature and ventilation rate are known.

Secondly it can be used to estimate internal temperatures

of the shelter at various ambients if the heat input is

known.

2. Curve Sheet Figure 4 was made to show internal conditions of

the subject shelters at various ambients and equipment operat-

ing conditions, assuming that ventilation air is maintained

at 20 cfm, which is less than the minimum recommended for two

persons. Data in Table IV, as taken from Figure 4, indicates

that the shelters with test equipment not operating are in-

sufficiently heated at ambient temperatures of -20OF or lower.

With test equipment operating, the ambient temperature can

decrease to -40F before temperatures could be termed critical

for the inside. The expression "ok" in the table indicates

that temperatures above 60F can be maintained in the shelter,

and at these conditions, temperature control of the shelter

can be accomplished by shutting off the heater intermittently

and/or by increasing the intake of ventilating air into the

shelter.
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TABLE IV

AN/GSM-44 ITERNAL TEMPERATURES

(Without CPE )

Ambient Internal

Condition Temperature Temperature
OF cF

1. AN/0SM4 - Shelter with heaters +40 ok
and lights on, but no other 0 ok
equipment operating. (3.0 KW -20 53
heat, 160 W lights, and 2 31
occupants @ 11250 BTU/Hr.). -65 -6

2. Same as above with 1.0 K -20 ok
test equipment added. -40 53
(14660 BTU/Hr. Total) -65 27

NOTFS: 1. "ok" indicates that a temperature of 601F or above
can be maintained in the shelter.

2. Assumed ventilation rate of 20 cfm at outside
densities.
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B. Operating Conditions with Collective Protection Equipment
and Fxistin Heaters.

1. The effect of increasing the S-141/G Shelter ventilation

air flow rate at low ambient temperatures is illustrated

by Figure 5. Data for this figure was calculated assum-

ing that the flow rate (and air density) are at sea

level outside ambient conditions, and the air is heated

approximately 81F by the Filter Unit. This figure can

also be used in the two manners described in Section

II A. The figure demonstrates that for winter opera-

tins the shelter heating requirements are minimum

when the ventilation rate is held to the miaimum. Heat

inputs to the shelters under various operating condi-

tions are plotted on a similar curve sheet, Figure 6.

2. The data on Table V was derived assuming that an air

leakage rate of 100 cfm maximum can be maintained in

the shelters when pressurised by (PE. The data indi-

cates that the subject shelters will be insufficiently

heated at ambient temperatures of OF and below when

no test equipment is operating.
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TABLE V

AN/GS3M-44 INTE~RNAL TEMPERATURES

(Using CB Filter thilt)

Ambient Internal
Condition Temperature TemperatureOF or

1. AN/GSM-44 Shelter, with +40 ok
heaters and lights on but +t20 ok
no other equipment operat- 0 48
ing. (11250 BTU/lr. Heat -40 +6

1nput) -65 -19

2. Same as above, with 1.0 KD 0 61 (ok)
Test Equipment operating -20 41
(14660 BTU/Hr. Heat Input) -40 -20

-65 -7

Assumed: Ventilation rate of 100 CFM (outside densities)
with air heated 8°F by Filter Unit.
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C. HeatiM Requirement With Collective Protection -Euipment.

1. The heating requirement of the S-l41/G shelters is

increased considerably when Collective Protection

Equipment is added and the ventilation rate is in-

creased. For example at -65°F ambient without CPE

(ventilation rate of 20 cfm), the heating require-

ment for 60OF inside temperature is 19900 BTU/Hr.

With CPE and a ventilation rate of 100 cfm, the

heating requirement will be 33000 BTU/Hr., an in-

crease of 66%. If an air leakage of 50 cfm could

be obtained by careful sealing of the shelter, the

heating requirement would then be reduced to

24500 BTU/Hr. at -65'F outside ambient and -160oF

inside. This is still an increase of 23%1 over the

requirement without CPE.

2. So that the d/G514-44 Systeno can be adequately

heated when test equipment is not in use, it is

recccziended that heating units with the following

capacities be provided when Collective Protection

Tquipwnent is used ith thie subject shelters:

For Inbients Down To -40OP -

Heater(s) with output of 25500 flTU/Hr.

(7.5 KW if electrical)

For Ambients Down To -65'F -

Heater(s) with output of 33000 BTU/Hr.

(9.67 KW if electrical).
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SECTION III

APPROACHES FOR SATISFACTORY SHELTER INTERNAL CONDITIONS AT SUMER

AND WINTER A1BIM EXTREES.

A. 400 CFM CB Filter Uit with Auxiliary Heating-Cooling. 27

B. High Capacity Filter Unit - with P. E. scavenge air 34

routed through shelter.

C. High Capacity Filter Unit - with P. E. scavenge air 39

bypassing shelter, and heat supplied to 3helter.

D. High Capacity Filter Unit - with P. E. scavenge air 44

bypassing shelter. (No auxiliary heating).

E. 400 CFlM! Filter tit. 47
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SECTION III

APMACHMS FOR SBIFACOEY SHMER INIEIAL CO!MITIONS AT SU*OM AND

1. From the data presentAd And discussed in Sections I and 11 it is obvious

that the AN/OSNA4 Systems with or without Collective Protection Equip-

ment should be provided additional beating - cooling equipent. This

is necessary for mintaining reasonable and satisfactory internal

temperatures when operating at smbient temperature extremes below

-20"F and above 100°7. Temereures in the range of 60°F minimum

(during winter) to 850? maximun (during sumer) would allow personnel

assigned to the AN/GSM-'4 to perform their mission of servicing and

checkout of complex electronic equipmaent with best efficiency. To

maintain these temperatures while using a Collective Protection

System will require slightly higher capacity heating end cooling

units than required without CPE.

2. Outlined and illustrated in the following discussions are approaches

vhich could be used while providing Collective Protection to the

AN/OSM-44. Only the first approach is termed satisfactory for all

ambient temperature extremes. Two other approaches would give

reasonable vorking conditions at all arbients except above approxi-

mately 85OF abient temperature, and are recommended for use only

with limitations on usage vithin the abient temperature range of

-650? to 48507. The last tvo approaches are very limited and not

recounnded by EE in view of the ambient temperature limitations.
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APPROACH A.

4w cix CB 7U um WnTH AmTmfTARY vi - cOOLIm

Referencet Figure 7

DEBCRIPZI

1. This approach employs a cooling-heating unit (herein called

The Uit"), vhich recirculates all air except that which is

lost by air leakage (or ninimm ventilation requirements).

The unit employs CB Filter Ukit components which filter the

makeup and P.R. scavenge air and supply it at a pressure

suitable for mintaining all areas of the shelter/CPE/air

circulating system at a suitable pressure (0.5 inches v.g.

mdnim.) higher than atmospheric pressure. C.B. Filter Unait

components of a nonal 400 CM capacity will suffice.

Approximately 150 cfm of filtered air is ducted directly to

the circulating blover inlet chamber, and 200 cfm is delivered

to the Protective Entrance via an external duct.

2. The cooling capacity of the Unit, if considering only the

AN/GBM- 14 System, should be a niimum of 2 tons refrigeration

when rated at 12 7 abient with 850F return air and 100 percent

sensible heat. Bovever, usage of a 3 ton unit (36000 wr/ur.)

will enable this unit to also support the AN/NR-69, and ucee

of a 3.75 to 1,.0 ton unit (450M NU/r.) would extend the

capaeity rake to also support the AN/GSS-I System.
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3. lHbetiz clapact7 of the u0it houtd bOa MinLNm of 3300 NU/Br.

(azprmoi tely 10 KW) if all heating of the syc~em is acComplished

vithout the use of the heaters provided in the shelters. This

approach is rsec nded in order to provide the most practical

methods of system operation and tenaeratu:o control. However,

if the shelter internal heaters are utilized the heating capacity

of the Unit could be reduced by the amount available in the

shelters. The beating capacity recommended above will support

the AN~/s-lv Ari/OS8., AN/Gsm-44, A1IIR-69 and An/m-T3

Systems, and possibly others lacking the proper equipment.

BQUMPA1 OPT IONS

1. The Unit can be of two types, either a set of components

integrated into one common enclosure, or a combination of

an existing CB Ilter Unit and an available air coaiitionor-

heater ounted on a common skid, utility trailer, or truck

chassiS. The first unit configuration would have the advznt~gas

of lover mnufacturing cost and a less cunbersome overall

pake. If the second configuration is utilized, it is

recomnended that operating controls of the air conditioner,

heater, and CB Filter Unit be consolidated into a comron

Control Box for use inside the shelter, in order to simlify

cabling which =ut pass through the shelter wall from tha Unit

to the control area# and to conserve space inside the shelter.
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2. In order to provide the best possiblo scavenging of conta inants

fram the protective entrance, san to assist In personnel

decontamination therein, HWC recommends that air to the

protective entrance be heated during severe winter operations

of the CPE system. Approach A does not pass protective entrance

air through the shelter inasmuch as the cooling requirement for

summr operation would be greatly increased, and protective

entrance cooling is deemed unnecessary. Heating the 200 cfm

of acavenge air would require a capacity of 50,000 BTU/no.

(14.65 KW) to deliver air at slightly above lO0F ambient.

3. Power for the Unit could be furnished from an external

source if an all electric configuration is selected, owever,

it would be possible and practicel to develop an engine driver

unit which is completely self contained and requires no external

power. The engine driven configuration would utilize a liquid

fuel burning beater (or possibly exhaust beat exchanger), and

direct or low temperature belt &rive of the blowers and other

rotating canponents (no motors). A heavy duty direct driven

generator would be utilized to furnish power for battery charging

and controls used throughout the unit.

I. The Unit can be assembled on a skid. However, for optimum

transportation of the Unit, all associated CPE accessorles,

and the Protective Entrance* EAC reeomnands mounting all

equipent Wal styrege prvvisionn an an integral Shassic or a

Oovernment furnished vehicle, utility trailer, or small truck.
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5. The nov type coubination unit (first configuration of Paragraph 1

above), can be developed with one additional feature used

previou.ly in lA developed air conditioners for AN/MSq.-18

and AN/OQ-38 System - that of cooling (with temperature

control) vithout refrigeration when ambient temperatures are

below aprprimately 6507. This feature concerves power and

equipent, and can be used when CB protection is not required.

Temerature control is achieved automatically by mixing of

heated rwcurn air aMd cold fresh ambient air in proper and

various proportions to achieve the dasired Unit delivery

t*nperature.

COX=OL OF S)WD

1. The CPE System supported by the DUit of Approach A will be

operated from inside the shelter by a Control Box serving

the various unite.

2. An automatic damper will regulate the Filter Unit air delivery

to maintain the system pressure within the required liadts.

Also maual damper(s) will be provided to establish proper

balance of the flows and pressures to the shelter and

Protective Extroaoe.

1. The estimated power requirements of the ttnitt if all electric,
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are approximately as shown on Table VI. Preliminary power

requirements of an engine driven Unit are also shown, based

upon the assumption that heaters used with this type unit will

be of the liquid fuel burning or exhaust heat exchanger type.

ADVANTAGFZ (APP1WACH A)

1. This approach provides complete Collective Protection and en-

vironmental control of shelters/systems which have insufficient

cooling-heating equipment originally installed, at all ambient

temperature extremes.

2. With equipment of this approach afforded proper mobility, the

transportation of the complete CPE - environmental control

system will be greatly enhanced.

3. .ith proper arrnngement of controls, system setup and equip-

ment operational requirements of the assigned personnel will

be minimized.

4. The self contained configuration of the Unit described above

will eliminate requirements for higher capacity generators

when features of environmental control and Collective Pro-

tection are added to defense subsystems such as the AN/CSM-44

and other referenced herein.
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TAB L VI

POW RB IMBNP FO RA M "A" TIT

COMNM EEII MODE~ COOLING MDDE

A. or ConWvmtioneA 3 2h, 6o cM cponents:

CB Filter Vait Bloier 2.0 KW 1.85 KW

cooling system - 9.25 KW
(I Ton efre g. capacity - (Mxm )
including circulating blower)

Neating - To Sbelter Only 10.0 KW -

TOTAL 12.0 KW 11.1 KW

OPTIONAL:

Added fbr Heating Scavenge
Air to the Protective Entrance 14.65 KW -

OPTIONAL TOTAL 26.65 KW 11.1 xW

B. For Ligt Weight 40 cpa Components and Compact Heat Exchae

In Air Coulitioner:

Ad to above: 0.5 KW 5.25 KW

TOTAL 12.5 KW 16.35 KW

OP"IONAL TOTAL 27.15 16.35 W

C. For Engine Driven CuMionnta:

Filter Unit Blower 2.5 IE 2.2 BUP

Circulating Blower 1.0 BlP, 1.0 B1P

Refrigeration System - 8.25 BHP

Equipment Drives 2.0 1.5

Generator 1.0 BlP 1.0 BHP

TOTAL 6.5 UiP 13.95 BHP
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APPRlOACH B

EIGH CAPACITY FPE - WITH P. E. SCAVENGE AIR ROUTED

THIM3i SHEIMER

Reference: Figure 8

D=$R IF.T ON

1. Aproueh B employs a high cepacity CB Filter Wt of 1200 to

200 cfm capaaity which delivers all filtered air to the

shelter. Air ciroulating through the shelter is discharged

to the outside by two routes:

a) VAproximately 200 CVM is drawn from the shelter and is

delivered via a duct to the top of the Protective

Entrance for scavenging.

b) The remainin air is discharged to the outside through

a manually regulated exhaust air controller ( (a variable

daper aBe anti backAdvrabt vClve)

Be-st Available.Copy
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2. This Filter Unit utilizes an automatic damper system to

regulate pressure inside the shelter within prescribed limitsp

and with coimtcuit pressure in the shelter, airflow to the

Protective Entrance will rcmain fairly constant once the m=anua

damper in the P. E. duet is adjusted for correct flow.

3. The Approach "B" Filter Unit must have a beater to replace or

assist shelter heaters in cintaindng reasonable temperatures

during winter wbients. A heating capacity of 67TO0 rUu/hr

(19.65KW) is required to maintain 60°F inside the shelter

vhen 300 CFM of eIr is delivered by the Filter Unit, and no

internal heating equipmnt or electrical equipment i; operating.

At -65°F ambient the 300 CYM of air will be delivered to the

shelter at tproimately 98°F to maintain 60OF inside.

The options (3 and 4) described for Approach "A" relative to

pover supply and transportation also apply to Approach '".

CONROL OF SYSTEM

1. This approach operates on the concept that the automatic daMper

in the Filter Unilt will maintain a constant pressure in the

shelter regardless of the air discharge rate through exhaust

controller

POWE~R MUIEMPMS

1. Following is an estimate of electrical power required for

Approach B:
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Corponent Winter Heating Mode aumi r Cooling Mode

Blower
300 C0 -5k

2?000 CI'N 7.5 KW (Max)

Heater 20.0 KW None

Total 22.5 J 7-5 KW

2. If an engine i6 utilized to drive this unit, approximately 8.5 Bhp

are required winter or sumer, with a liquid fuel burning heater.

3. For 1600 and 1200 CV! CB Filter Units, deereaee immr cooling

mode power requiremente by 1.75 and 3.5 KW renpctivel).

ADVA.I!AGES (Appouoch B)

1. Simplicity of controls, mostly muail, could be provided with

this appronch.

2. In the rai3mr operating mode, uirfluv through the shelter is at

mexirumw, for loweat interiaf taC~r:tuxas. Wintear 6ode tAKuCtion

of airflow doc not cause zyster unbe&ce relative to the

Protective Entrance preaure.

3. The Protectivu Entrance is partially heated, for impruovnd

scaveriirg e puraomel decontamlnation. Air -vill enter

the Protective Entrance at a minimum of approximately 60?,

ani therefore impart sme heat to the P.E. chambers.
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DISADVYATES (Approach B)

1. This approach requires a higher capacity heater then Approach A

unless the Protective Etrance heating option of laroach A

is utilized. This approach also requires a higher heating

capacity than Approach C to be diccuseed later herein.

2., This approach provides no firm control or reduction of

internal shelter temperature at high etbient temperatures

to reasonable values.

3. iring sum2er operation the air routed to the Protective Entrece

ill be heated .mre than it would be if ducted directly to the

P. E. For example:

P000 CYM Unit - 5°F

1600 CFM Unit 6°F

3200 CVM nit - 8°?

800 CrM Unit - 12°F
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APPROACH C

HIG CAPACIT fUM UNIT - WITH P.E. SCAVIKE AIR BYPASSIM

Reference: Figure 9

DESRIPTION

1. Approach C utilizes the saw equipment as Approach B

with the following exceptions:

a) The 200 ofi of scavenge air is ducted directly from the

Filter Unit to the Protective Entrance, and therefore

bypasses the shelter at all times.

b) The heater employed for air delivered to the shelter

is lover capacity inasmuch as only approximately 100 cfm

of air heating is required during winter operations.

Required hoater capacity is 25,500 BTU/Hr (T.5 KW).

1. Options 2, 3 and 4 of Approach A relative to P.E. beating,

power supply, and transportation also apply to Approach C.

COML OF SYSTEM

1. Temperature control inside the shelter is accomplished in the

same manner described for Approach B.
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2. This proach will require additional control of airflow and

pressure to the Protective Entrance, because of the chane

in pressure drop of the shelter air delivery duct and fittings

as flow rate varies from 100 to 1800 CIP4. With constant

shelter pressure the Filter Unit outlet plenum pressure

will decrease as ventilation air rate is reduced, and

therefore there will be less air delivered to the Protective

Entrance durink; winter operations unless some form of control

is provided. Two solutions exist for providing the control,

as follows:

a) One amproach would be to provide a volume flow regulator

in the duct to the Protective Entrance to keep airflow rate

relatively constant regardless of Filter Unit plenumi pressure.

b) The alterntte approach would utilize an automatic dazserp

which responds to P.E. internal pressure, in the duct or Filter

Unit outlet provided for the Protective Entrance. This method

,will also keep airflow to the P.E. nearly constant.

1. Following is an estimate of electrical power required for

Approach C!
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Winter Su=er
Convorent Heating Mode Cooling Yode

Blower
300C 71 2.5KW

2000 CFM 7.5 KW

Heater 7.5KW -

TOTAL 10.0 xW 7.5 KW

Optional: P.E. Beting 14.65 -

OIMONAL TOTI 24.65 K 7.5 KW

2. If engine power is utilized, requirement-s are essentially the

ome a Approach B.

3. For 1600 arA 12100 CFM CB Filter Units, decrease suzzer cooling

mode power requirements by 1.75 adn 3.5 KW respectively.

ADVAMYJGES (Approac~h C)

1. Tkdzi approwch requireo the lowest capacity heating equiimnt

for winter operation, unless heat is provided for the Potective

Entrance at lov ambient temperatures.

DISADVPWAMS, (fqmpoaeh C)

1. Approach C &xes not reduce the critical sumwrtim operating

tompe-rature inside the shelter to reasonable values.
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2. This appoach requires additional equipwnt (over Aproach B)

for maintaining system balane betwean the shelter and P.F.

as ventilation rate in vried. (See COMOL OF STEM abov.)



APPROACH D

sIGH CAPACXTT FIIER m - WVIT P. E. SCAVZM AIR BYPASSIM

SHE - 90 ALXIIARY HEATING

Reference: Figure 10

DESCRIMON0

1. Sam as Approach C except no heat is provided by the Palter

Unit.

1. Options 3 and 4. of pproach A relative to power supply nnd

transportation also apply to Approach D.

'C0NT'OL OF SYSTM

1. Sa .o Approach C.

1. Approach D utilizes power only for the blower and controls

and would therefore be approxmately 7.5 KWor 8.5 BhP

(mmcinm fbr the suer mode). For 1600 and 1200 CFM CB

Filter Ulits, power requirements will be approximatoly 5.75

and 4.0 KW respectively.

ADVANTAGM

1. Approach D has the lowest power requiremnts of the apj;oaches

described herein for high capacity Filter Units.
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1. Ayproach D furnishes no control of internal sheltur temperature,

either in winter or su r ambient temperature extremes.

Therefore the range of ambient temperatures through which

reasonable internal shelter temperatures can be maintained

in the An/GSa-44 ahelter will be from approximately O°F to

48507 unless additional heating-cooling is provided in the

A./G6M-e 4 aelter.

2. Cae as disbaLdtnntage 2 of Approach C.
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APF9N 3

k-00 FrIC tM - N AL YIL1A1 HnEC-COML=

Ref exene: 7.....ure 1,..

This approach utilizes the existing 400 CFM HAC Filter Uhit

1530300-100. For sumnertime operation the entire output of

the Filter Unit is delivered to the shelter, and approximately

200 efri of air is drawn from the shelter and routed to the

Yotectim Ertramce for scavenging purposes. Ior winter operation

the ducting is changed to bypass the P.E. scavenge air around the

shelter and maintain filtered air irput to the shelter at a

minlIMr.

EQJJ 013IoN3

COMYROL OF CYSTEM

1. The Filter Uit automatic dsmper will be connected to regulate

pressure inside the shelter to prescribed limits.

2. In switchbig from winter to suer operation and vise versa the

duct arraiemnt will be changed and the system vill be rebalanced

to establish proper flow rates and pressures.
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1530300-100 Filter Unit - 1.9 MW (208 V, 3ph, 6o cps.)

ADVANTAGES

1. Low power requirements.

2. Equipment can be maide quick3.y available for furnisbing interim

E support to the Az/aw-44 shelter'.

DIBADVARTr.MS

1. Extree internal shelter temperatures will exist in the shelter

end Protective Entrance under summer operating conditions. The

fblloving is e>T-ected:

100?F 1250P
Abient Ambient

Air Inlet Tcmp
To Shelter 07 ll 136

Average Internal
T=W. OF 119 3
(Meen Between
Inlet and Outlet)

Discharg Air Temp.
(Also Temp of Air 127 152
to Prot. Entrawce)OF

2. Winter operation beating is inadequate. The fblloving t .mperstures

7e e~xpected.

Ambient laternal
Teurp. Nirp.
oF  o

0 48
-40 +6
-65 -19
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TNTE: As a restat of I and 2 above, Use of this approach is

recommended for ambient temperatures from aproximately

OOP to 75PP.

3. The AN/OSM-44 System presentlyr requires onl~y single phase pover

115 V - 60 cps. Latent information at RWI irzdicates that

generators available for the AYS/GSM- 14 have 3 Phase Power

cap&ilityr, but it~ is not known whether the generators can

OUPPlY 3 phase power to a. Filter Unit and single phuze. power

to the AN/GSM?44 simultaneouzJly. Iff this is possible, a special

paver cable would be required to conduct power from the generator

through the shelter Junction panel to the control box inside.

If the generator caznt be used in this mnner, either an

additional gentraitor mst be provided or a 60 cps ingle

phase CB Filter Unit would be required.
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SECTON IV

1. In the interest of providing suitable worLcrng environmints

in all shelters comprising a part of the AN/NSG-4 Anti Aircraft

Defense System, Hughe3 Aircraft CompaW can recomwnd only

Aproach A discussed hereain for the AN/GSM-4 System w-hle

wsing Collective Protection Equipment, unless the Goveriziant

fumrisbes adequate heatizg-cooling-pover suply equipnernt

to enable usW. of the IM00 efm ClE systems recently devtloped

for other AN/X30-4I System vehicles and shelters.

2. Dat% presented herein is furnished for Government considleration

and action. Hughes Aircrait Coman Etands ready to furnish

engineering consultation on aata and approaches contaned

herein, and recoazaends that the existing contract be extended

to cover adiitional detailed dosign study (to establish firm

equipient configurations ad sizes) and firm proposals on

approachoc of interest to the Government.

3. With respect to rimdng 't recor-imctntion on the eXact cap city

of a high capacity Filter Unit for une with the Ax/GSM-44

System, HAN is raLuctant to 3o so vithout iddtlonal otivly.

it is noted that the averspe shelter temperature of the

AN/GSM-44 is reduced only ' by increasing ventilation rate
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from 1000 CFM to 1800 CFM. (In the AN/MRC-69 System the

corresponding temperature reduation is approximately 3.50?.).

On the other hand, the increase in ventilation rate would

increase equipment sizes, weights, and blower power requirements

ir. nearly direct proportion. The fact still remains that in-

ternal temperature conditions with a high capacity filter

unit are too high.

4. Inasmuch as the AN/GSM-4, AN/GSS-l, AN/GSS-7, AN/1RC-69, and

AN/MRC-73 Systems all have this same common problem, it is

recm mended that consideration for the final approach be

directed toward solving this major problem for all systems

referenced, and those yet to come.


